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WHAT REALLY HAPPENED TO STEAM

To understand what I found one has first to appreciate the layout and content of the Locomotive Stock
Changes.  The lists began with the dates to which each Region's stock changes were correct.  Beneath
these were sections for "New Engines",  "Engines Withdrawn", "Engines Reallocated", and finally
occasionally an "Errata" section. "Engines Withdrawn" were listed numerically, without regional and
shed ownership.  "Engines Reallocated" were split into regional blocks.
   The dates applicable were the end date of a period, whose start date was not given but was in fact
one day after the applicable date given in the previous issue of the magazine for each Region.
   The December 1957 issue of the magazine was where I noticed something odd, so let's examine this
in detail for the WR information.  As far as I can see at a glance, only the WR information is misleading.
   The date given for the WR is "September 7, 1957" - see the copy of the magazine page below.  No
other date is given for the WR, therefore it was quite reasonable to presume that both withdrawals and
reallocations for that Region took place during the four weeks which ended on September 7, 1957.
In fact, cross-checking with official documents at The National Archives at Kew shows that only the
reallocations were dated to the period given; the withdrawals were for the following period - in this case
the four weeks ending October 5, 1957.
  The WR-owned locos listed as withdrawn were as below. The dates given next to these here are the
official dates from the Kew records, and are all actual dates of withdrawal.
42 16/9/57
3101 28/9/57
3150 28/9/57

I subsequently checked several issues of the magazine at random and found the same situation -
reallocations for one four week ending period and withdrawals for the next one - continued to at least
the December 1961 magazine.
   On being advised about my findings, fellow ESS and HSBT member Ross Woollard carried out his own
checks, and found that, with a few exceptions, the same situation applied from at least the August 1951
‘Trains Illustrated’ up to the days of ‘Modern Railways’ in 1964.  So, of course, this is NOT a case of
errors in ‘official’ records.
 The Stock Changes data was provided by the WR Public Relations Office, but I have yet to discover

the reason for this unusual set of circumstances.

TRAINS ILLUSTRATED DATING OF
WR STOCK CHANGES

Who trusted “TI”?  Nearly all of us I guess, and I was astonished
when I stumbled upon a feature of the Trains Illustrated "Locomotive

Stock Changes" which over the years has probably misled many
readers and certainly several book and article authors.

42 16/9/57
3101 28/9/57
3150 28/9/57
4596 16/9/57
5406 16/9/57
6713 28/9/57
6730 28/9/57
9024 30/9/57
9028          30/9/57
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